
72 Bookshelf speaker with wide-angle dipole tweeter.

The Optimus® PRO LX5 bookshelf speaker
acdaimed by audio experts!

". . . so versatile and so good
that anyone could find a use for
them . . . Radio Shack is to be
commended for this affordable
excellence."- video, March 1995

. . a natural for use in home theater . . .

a ridiculously generous bargain."
-Sound & Image, February/March 1995

"Broad high -f equency coverage . . .

good value for the money."
-Audio, April 1995

"You will definitely get more
than what you see from

this high -quality, low-
cost, small speaker from
Radio Shack"
-Home Theater, July 1995

Hear the
Sound of the
Future Today
Designed exclusively for Radio Shack, the

mini speakers on these two pages bring

you a revolutionary advance in audio

technology with their wide-angle dipole
and monopole tweeters.

QUESTION:
What are the advantages of
the "wide-angle" tweeter? Q&A

ANSWER:

The latest advances in sound waveform
and psychoacoustics research have led
to the development of the wide-angle di-
pole and monopole tweeters. Unlike con-
ventional cone or dome drivers that "push"
sound frontward in a narrow dispersion
pattern, these ferrofluid-cooled tweeters'
flexible polypropylene diaphragms radiate
like a guitar or violin string to deliver a
much wider frequency range and more ac-
curate stereo imaging than ordinary speak-
ers. The result is an extraordinarily spacious
soundstage that makes these compact
speakers sound much larger than they are
Visit your nearby Radio Shack and hear the
sound of the future today

Die-cast 2 -way speaker with
wide-angle dipole tweeter
Optimus PRO LX5. Quite simply, you must
hear it to believe it. This critically acclaimed
speaker combines a top -mounted dipole
tweeter that delivers dramatic 360° sound
dispersion with a long -throw 5" polypropyl-
ene woofer. A state-of-the-art polyurethane
foam polymer dust cover and two tapered
ports in a die-cast aluminum enclosure round
out the system. The result? Smooth response,
seamlessly crossing from deep bass into the
upper frequencies, soaring to 25,000 Hz with
incredibly low distortion unmatched by any
other tweeter design. The rugged 2 x4"
tweeter is ferrofluid-cooled to handle high
power levels and provide detailed imaging. An
acoustically transparent metal grille covers the
tweeter; a removable cloth grille covers the
woofer. 40-4061 Each 149.99
Frequency Response: 85-25,000 Hz. Power Capacity: 100
watts maximum Size: 10'/. x 67, x 6''_"
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